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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

The industry standard for accessing digital device data
Complicated locks, encryption barriers, deleted and unknown content, and 
other obstacles to reviewing device data can prevent critical evidence from 
coming to light. For investigations to get the fullest picture possible, forensic 
examiners and investigators need to be equipped with the latest technology. 
With support for more than 31K device profiles, and the widest device coverage 
from leading Android vendors and Apple, Cellebrite UFED is the market-
leading solution for accessing digital data.

Use Cellebrite UFED to bypass locks, perform advanced unlocks, perform logical/full file system/physical extractions, 
perform selective extraction of apps data and cloud tokens and much more.

Key Benefits
• Unlock devices with ease: Bypass pattern, password or PIN locks and overcome encryption challenges quickly on

popular Android and iOS devices.

• Delve deep to extract more data: Perform logical, file system and physical extractions to get the most data out of
the digital devices.

• Unsurpassed recovery methods: Use exclusive bootloaders, automatic EDL capability, Smart ADB and more.

• Supporting the broadest range of devices: Extract data from mobile phones, drones, SIM Cards, SD cards, GPS
devices and more.
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UFED is available on multiple platforms:

UFED 4PC is a cost-effective, flexible and convenient software format for any user requiring 
access and extraction capabilities on their existing PC or laptop.

UFED Touch2 enables comprehensive extraction capabilities anywhere, whether in the lab, a 
remote location, or in the field. Extract data quickly and securely, eliminating any risk of cross-
contaminating digital evidence.

UFED Ruggedized Panasonic Laptop is loaded with UFED software and comes with digital 
forensic accessories. This portable kit comes in a purpose-built ruggedized case that can 
withstand elements like drops, shocks and extreme temperatures to ensure a seamless 
workflow wherever the investigation takes you.

UFED 4PC Specifications

PC Windows compatible PC with Intel i5 or compatible running at 1.9 GHz or higher

Operating System Microsoft Windows 8.x 64-bit and 10 64-bit / Microsoft Windows 8 Boot Camp on Mac

Memory (RAM) Recommended:8GB  Minimum:4GB

Space Requirements 6 GB of free disk space for installation

UFED Touch2 Specifications

1024 high resolution, multi-touch display Wi-Fi b\g\n\ac (up to 350 Mbps)

USB 3.1 phase 1 auxiliaries (Up to 5Mbps) DDR3L 8GB RAM 

Built-in multi-SIM reader Large and fast hard drive (SSD 128GB)

Add-ons & Accessories 

Tip & Cable Set Tip Velcro Strap Phone Power-up Cable

UFED SIM ID Cloning Card UFED Memory Card Reader USB Flash Drive

Cleaning Brush for Connectors Nano SIM ID Cloning Cards USB Extension Power-up Cable

Tip & Cable Organizer Spare Tips Cartridge

Micro SIM ID Cloning Cards Multi SIM Adapter 

To learn more about Cellebrite UFED visit: cellebrite.com
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